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ANTONIO LOZIĆ – Captain

27 years old, Languages: English

Antonio has enjoyed a close affinity with the sea from an early age so 

starting for small fishing boats his life path naturally led him to 

become a captain. He chose yachting because he loves the free 

nature of this job and the fact that every day is different from 

another and every charter group is a new challenge. Being a team 

player, he gathered Stella’s crew based on hospitality, 

communication, enthusiasm, and tranquility. With 11 years of 

experience as a sailor and officer, he learned how to adapt to new 

situations and find solutions if any problem occurs, so he makes a 

great captain and team leader. When not onboard Stella Maris 

tending to his guests or simply refitting and preparing for charters 

Antonio relaxes with his family or his hobbies- cars and motorcycles.



LJUBO RELJIĆ- Chef

33 years old, Languages: English and German

Ljubo started working approximately at the same time as 

he started cooking school so by now he has 15 years of 

experience in his resume. Armed with an abundance of 

experience he aims to offer the best possible service and 

develop new skills. Ljubo would describe his cooking 

style as a rhapsody. He still enjoys it like it’s his first day. 

His favorite cuisine is Mediterranean and his favorite dish 

that you just have to try is Dalmatian pasticada.



DANIJEL SURINA – Deckhand

30 years old, Language: English

After finishing school as an engineering technician and 

fitness course Danijel worked in a gym for some time. 

Growing up near the sea, having two uncles working on 

cargo ships and loving to sail he always had a hidden 

desire to work on a sailboat. An experienced Deckhand, 

having worked on a few catamarans and sail boats he 

landed a job on Stella Maris. Danijel’s goal is to continue 

to progress in his career in yachting. Describing himself 

as team player, disciplined, patient and always looking for 

ways to improve.



MARIO BRAHOVIĆ – Bartender/ 2nd Deckhand

21 years old, Language: English

After finishing maritime school Mario spent some time as an 

engineer cadet on a cargo ship but before that he worked as a 

waiter to put himself through school. Mario is dedicated to 

self-development, he is  hardworking and loyal. In this position he 

can combine both of his experiences so when he is not behind the 

bar or around the table serving the guests he is out on the deck, 

maintaining the exterior, and helping guests around water toys. 

Mario is much appreciated by the guests who find he is a very 

amiable, easy-going but attentive member of the crew. In a few 

years when he gets his certificates, Mario sees himself as an 

engineer on cargo ships. When not busy on board he is a passionate 

sportsman and enjoys the car and motorcycles industry.



MARTINA FISTRIĆ - Stewardess 

34 years old, Language: English

Martina has been a stewardess on Stella Maris for 4 years. She 

has been living in Zagreb her whole life but her sister got married 

near the sea so she was regularly coming for a visit so she 

discovered her love for the sea and sailing. After finishing 

education in human resource management and 5 years of working 

as a correspondent she decided to get a job on a boat. Besides 

having an opportunity of meeting people from around the world 

she got a chance of traveling the Adriatic sea and meeting our 

coastline. Martina is very meticulous and diligent in performing 

her tasks and takes pride in providing excellent service to those on 

board. Her goal is to land a job on an international yacht. In her 

free time, she enjoys hiking and running.



KLEMENTINA RAMIĆ – Stewardess

31 years old, Language: English

Klementina started working in yachting due to her love for the 

sea and the hospitality industry, which combine both. When 

asked what part of the job she loves the most, her answer is 

simply “Everything!”. She is attentive at all times with a willing 

and helpful manner that is characteristic of the Stella Maris 

crew members. She is always approachable and aims to 

elevate the guest experience. After working as a sous chef in 

restaurants her first position on boats was also the one in the 

galley but she joined Stella as a stewardess and that is the 

career she wants to work further on.



Looking forward to welcome you 
onboard this Summer!


